ARC Prepares For Summer; Funds Lacking

The Board of Directors of the ASCF RESEARCH CENTER is swiftly preparing for a large scale fundraising drive this summer, with a follow-up program in the fall. The project has been slightly scaled down from its original proposed size. It will involve 30 college-aged students plus a number of volunteers working for free, as well as twenty-one elementary and high school teachers from schools in the area, and students drawn from schools in the Pasadena area.

The U.S. Office of Education has chosen this as one of the projects that it is funding for this summer. The amount of the grant will not exceed $35,000, and the total number of states and localities selected for this type of program will be about 3,000. Other possible sources of funding have not been investigated. (Are any of you feeling generous— it's tax deductible.)

Community Support

After a rather embarrassing delay, the Pasadena Board of Directors endorsed the project last week, one of the first line items in the budget.

The project is now spending some time trying to raise the rest of the money. In the meantime, the Board of Education of the same thing.

The composition of college students working on the project will not have a number that will add up to the number of students, some of the present RNA's, an extra five to ten students...

(Continued on page 3)

Conger Awards

Made, 'Science Fallacy' Taught

The 56th Conger Peace Prize was won this year by senior history major John Bennet. Among other things, the winning essay suggested that Caltech could make a greater contribution by teaching scientific fallacies. The second place was won by Bart D. Emerson, whose essay proposed a plan for foreign study in the fall of this year in the Willett Center.

(Continued on page 3)

Aims, Goals Released Grads Left to Depts.

This week, the Ad Hoc Faculty Committee on Aims and Goals released the last six of its nine reports on the future of Caltech. These reports are the result of a cross section of general problems of growth and change, decision making at Caltech, the role of the humanities in this, our connection with JPL, the role of the facilities of the Institute, the relations of Caltech with the community, and student grades at Tech.

The committee presented a series of recommendations about the future of these areas at Caltech. These recommendations were the result of two years of study by the committee.

This series of reports is likely to bring about less controversy among undergraduates than the first set of reports which were released last winter. One of the reports which were distributed last week dealt directly with the undergraduate student body.

Soap bubbles as a detergent

Spring 1970: Hope for New Foreign Studies

by Zoltan Tokes

This is the last progress report on the latest developments in setting up a program for studying abroad.

The Faculty has been informed about our plans by Dr. Norman Davidson, Chairman of the Faculty. Our plans are to...etc.

For the first time, Caltech's unique position as a center for Postdoctoral Fellowships has been brought to the attention of the Institute by John Cameron, 72, Daneby. Unfortunately only fifteen percent of the ten thousand applied to find out if they have any personal contact with foreign centers of higher learning.

Even this way, we have possible contact with a number of the European countries, Brazil, Chile, Japan, France, Canada, Israel and Australia. All those who are planning to travel this summer and are willing to collect information relevant to a possible program should get in touch with Zoltan Tokes, R. A. Fleming House.

Tajan, Lee

Honored with Math Awards

Caltech undergraduate Robert B. Tajan and graduate Lee C. W. were honored last night at the seventh annual Mathematics Awards Banquet. Tajan, a senior mathematics major, was honored for the K. T. Bell Undergraduate Mathematics Research Prize of $150. For this paper Tajan was awarded the title "Maximin theorem in combinatorial theory". Lee, a freshman, received the Morgan and Price of $25 for two problems in combinatorics.

These prizes are financed by funds won over the past years by Caltech undergraduate and graduate participants in the William Lowell Putnam Competition, a national competition. The committee on Mathematics Awards, consisting of Professors Tom Apostol, David Boyd and David Wolfe.
Radical Over-Reaction

On Page Three you will find a letter from Stephen Hod that is not a response to the sentiments expressed in that letter, but rather to the format in which it was written.

The opening sentences of this letter, Hod purports to show us a new example of apathy and cynicism. This says nothing about the content of the letter. It is one thing to write a letter that is dispassionate and honest enough to admit the writers own faults, and another to write a letter that is apathetic and cynical enough to portray its subject matter in a way that is uncharitable and unkind.

Sando Asks For Thought in Berkeley March

Letter to the Editor

THINK:

HAVE YOU DONE ANY SERIOUS THINKING LATELY?

ANOTHER QUESTION TO ASK YOURSELF CONCERNS THE "BERKELEY SITUATION." ARE YOU ANGRY ABOUT THE VIOLENCE? ABOUT THE DISORDER? ABOUT WHAT YOU CALLED "THE GULF:" A CIVIL RELIGIOUS WAR?

A-THINK: Don't give a quick answer -think.

The university elicited those feelings. They built a fence. This may have been a mistake. It was university property. They did the right of evicting (or did they? THINK.

After the students massed for a march on the park, it has been planned. 300 police blocked the way. THINK. Should the police have given way? Supposed to maintain law and order. Should students have been allowed to march on the campus?

The Right View

By Jeff Ochsner

During the past decade a whole new approach to the intellectuals of the black liberation in our city. The past ten years has produced all sorts of possibilities for the black man to tell all the white liberals and radicals just how bad, prejudiced, corrupt, evil, and racist they really are. And it seems likely the liberals love it. It seems the blacks of our community are becoming cured need to feel guilty.

The Harvard/MIT/Africa American college students come from the morass of white suburban ghettos the country are characterized by effeminacy, correctness, and sterility. After a few years at the university some students become self-consciously alienated and begin to reject the more crucial aspects of the culture which they have adopted. They drive around in their shiny new Mustangs just like they used to own. They wear unbleached white shirts that are not stylish but shirttails. After a few terms at the university some students become self-consciously alienated and begin to reject the more crucial aspects of the culture which they have adopted. They drive around in their shiny new Mustangs just like they used to own. They wear unbleached white shirts that are not stylish but shirttails. The California Tech, Volume 35-5 Page Two
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Editorial

Honesty and Efficiency

To many at Caltech, Berkeley is the place to focus on career opportunities. A letter in the Tech today, expressing this point of view, should be noted.

Dear Editors:

Last week you printed a letter threatening to withdrawal from the Academic community in Berkeley. As you know, this is unacceptable for two reasons:

1) The automatic GPA boost for seniors is a nonfactor. The program is unfair to the rest of the students. There are two courses that are only AFROTC courses are the only courses over which the curriculum is being controlled.

2) Mr. Drorweber, the author of the letter, then proposed three changes in the AFROTC program. He did this to satisfy the implied inclinations. 1) Change the grading of AFROTC grades to a P.E. basis. 2) Change AFROTC to the status of P.E. in GPA calculations; or 3) Eliminate AFROTC as an academic course and change its status to that of an extracurricular activity.

This is the writer ever been a set of claims and proposals founded on weak logic. In an effort to analyze the authorship of AFROTC cadets receiving more than 65% of the first term grades in AFROTC, are engaged in summer research receiving a set of claims and proposals founded on weak logic. In an effort to analyze the authorship of AFROTC cadets receiving more than 65% of the first term grades in AFROTC, are engaged in summer research receiving grades have lowered the GP A's for a regular science major. Requiring the grading of AFROTC to F to Pass-Fail, due to the lack of P.E. or eliminating the course as an academic activity would therefore raise some serious questions of consistent standards, in a course as relevant to his intended vocation, an AFROTC cadet should be accorded the same right.

In my opinion, the use of such obviously firm rationale by the author of last week's letter can only be regarded as an attempt to obscure the real issue by covering the real issues with a smokescreen of taxicab gripes. Then what are the real issues? The "morality" of having military training is an issue that is all the more a question. The abolition of all military institutions in the name of efficiency.

(Continued on page 4)

Editorial

The new program would only create disharmony and disunity. As claimed by Mr. Doberne, nor is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.

The second alleged inequality of AFROTC is based on the view that the requirement for the curriculum committee, though its associated academic in-requirement is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.

The second alleged inequality of AFROTC is based on the view that the requirement for the curriculum committee, though its associated academic in-requirement is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.

The second alleged inequality of AFROTC is based on the view that the requirement for the curriculum committee, though its associated academic in-requirement is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.

The second alleged inequality of AFROTC is based on the view that the requirement for the curriculum committee, though its associated academic in-requirement is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.

The second alleged inequality of AFROTC is based on the view that the requirement for the curriculum committee, though its associated academic in-requirement is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.

The second alleged inequality of AFROTC is based on the view that the requirement for the curriculum committee, though its associated academic in-requirement is usually an A or B; certainly must work during the summer. Students are committing themselves to four years of active teaching or course material that are non-science and non-academic, of lectures, seminar discussions, oral presentations, and midterm exams. The curriculum and has exercised it four years of active duty.
Open Letter

Call for End to Brutal Force

Editor's Note—the following is an open letter from Stephen Horner to the Regents of the University of California concerning the situation on the Berkeley campus. It is printed here at the author's request.

Gentlemen:

...strongly protest the brutal...the situation on the...the University to resolve...the conflict.

Not only has the conflict...in our...and rock salts, mostly in the back...UCLA. A motion to allow...sion. As Governor Reagan...regent communication channels...there were...a new relevancy might appear in...and this...complete with Harvard...expectedly, there were...have been repeatedly...in its first open meeting...is a statewide...if you can...reach your own conclusions.

Pagers Answer Horner

Dear Mr. Horner:

...In the past the officers...afford their attention...the needs of the students who...the BOD is...thought and demonstration that the BOD is...frontiers of assiss...are written to...your letter was...at the end...not in any project that...march? No quick answers.

The ARC

...discussions...the Claremont Colleges to hire...in this area. I believe...as a result of the violence...it was wrong, but think...in any project that...the situation in...How often will...the barricades?...Think. Have you ever...OK.

HAVE YOU BEEN TO

SHAKEY'S PIZZA PARLOR & YE PUBLIC HOUSE IN PASADENA?

2180 E. Foothill

For the Best Pizza in the World

NOW FEATURING OLDER-TIME MOVIES

SHAKEY'S PIZZA

2180 E. Foothill Blvd.

Pasadena, Calif.

Have you been to Shakey's Pizza Parlor & Ye Public House in Pasadena? For the Best Pizza in the World. NOW FEATURING OLDER-TIME MOVIES.

This Coupon Worth

On Any Large or Gigantic Pizza of Your Choice

Offer Good Anytime

The Ad hoc Group on Possible Campus Disorders discussed this issue in its first open meeting last Thursday. The group is chaired by Dr. Robert Sharp, fourth from the left in the picture. Your Choice.

Sando

(Continued from page 1)

...have even barred from commun...said after the meeting...some...you to modify your policy, or...with the regents at...and the Claremont Colleges to hire...three members from ASCIT and including other...and the probability of a grant from...in Southern California.

Sando of Coalition for Campus Peace

...reach your own conclusions.

If you do go Berkeley do so in full knowledge of your action. THINK about it.

Notice

HELP BERKELEY!

Come to the Berkeley March, tomorrow, and support the UCD students and faculty. This is a...march. If you can drive, or need a ride, see Bob Fish at the Caltech Y.

MUSICAL ACTIVITIES

INFORMATION CENTER

An open meeting will be held...will offer a file for...the local community.

To facilitate co-ordination, a bulletin board...all current musical activity...has been installed in the Wins...student center frst-floor corridor.

It is hoped that this service will be...BERKELEY SUPPORTERS

...anyone going to the Berkeley march Friday may get an official letter from me stating that he is authorized to be in Berkeley on...Physicists, and others...in discussions with police. Letters are available from Peter Subotnick in Blacker House, before Thursday night.

OIL DISASTER POSTER

All apologies from California American Scientists for postponed...ilization of Santa Barbara disas...the ASCIT Research Center will host FAS meeting with state legislators and petroleum engineers on Thursday, June 5 at 8:30 p.m., in Winnett Lounge. Everyone is invited.

GET AWAY

...The Caltech Y RIDES Board is now posted in Winnett. If you need free rides, fill out our...correct card and place it in the appropriate space of the map.

MOLE WASH

Come One, Come All, Tonic outside of Blacker. Bring you own water balloons.

STUDENTS,

if you need help in fulfilling your language requirement, contact our...in tutoring services at

join our discussion list.
**Musical...** (Continued from page 1)

breeding ... a sort of low-brow audience... was faced with the problem... heresy... the pendulum... an unfortunate... the boundaries of... every- other.

As far as the principles are concerned, the charge that Black... himself... to Marx’s... Aeneas... Impious... strangled... against a cause of... managed to bring off a quite... convincing performance. Hel- ly Core... in the short but crucial role... they yielded a v... excellence unparalled in... the production... far beyond her high school years... to make her... high point... the final act.

**Prem Fete**

If Mac was captivated by his... women... was captivated... film’s portrait of... following... an act... and a half... and other... Miss Hill, with a deadly... composure... and a... voice and a style... Judy Collins rendition... the song... provided what was without a doubt... the finest moment in... the entire evening.

**Turner**

(Continued from page 2)

peace,... is there really no issue... at all... just... attempt to find a scapegoat... for the campuses... to butcher, as they... did at Harvard and Occidental?

I am not writing now for the purpose of expressing... my opinions... concerning these issues... They are indeed... at the nature... society and... as a whole... decisions... must be made on a... on the political... and... on arguments... based on false... in complete logic... as... so many... activist... all over the country?... Perhaps it is because... it realizes... any judgments... on an issue such as... APROTE... on campus... from one’s own... peace... and... the best method... of achieving it... from words... printed on the editorial page.

**David Turner**

Aims... (Continued from page 1)

such... effort at Tech, somewhat similar to Tech’s... involvement in... World War II,

It is time, the report... of the Institute’s... management of the... is no longer a matter... of patriotic duty.

The report had little to say about... students... wanted... that... of grade... might be... than... of our traditional Ph.D. pro-

The reports have... the B.S. of the... students... they are available... at all students. Printing costs... a general... the report.

**Revitalize the Greatest City in the World**

New York City — a city of constant challenge — offers a variety of opportunities for Engineers who would enjoy a demanding career, that is personally rewarding.

Engineering careers in the City of New York offer excellent opportunities for advancement and better salaries than ever before. But real job satisfaction can come from helping to improve life for over eight million people in the greatest city in the world.

For the Engineer this means helping to plan and construct new schools, hospitals, subways, bridges and miles of new highways; to devise lower cost housing; to eliminate air and water pollution; and to plan and implement sanitary engineering programs. This means you will be participating in programs of essential public service as well as great professional challenge.

There are just so many interesting projects open to you as a City Engineer. Nowhere else, you will find greater opportunities for such valuable experience to broaden your specialty. Immediately available are several valuable national and City agencies for trainees, junior and assistant level Engineers.

June graduates will be hired as Junior Engineers. Students receiving degrees... on full salary for a year... in July... will find... of opportunity.

Please write or call us and we will send you full details.